
   " Great things happened only if those who were brave dared to act…”

                                                                                     Endre Ady

"MAG"- SEEDS program

Objective:

Our objective is to be seeds in society from which new life is born. Seeds carry new
life and are able to bring new flowers and harvest. Our goal is to heal and to help our fellow
human beings become better people who are mentally, spiritually and physically healthy and
are able to help others. This has been the pledge of the Hungarian people for thousands of
years.

How to reach this goal: 

The Creator gave us the example on how to lead our lives in order to be happy. We
must live up to His expectations and follow His way. Humanity has lost the direction in many
ways  and  promotes  examples  that  do  not  come  from  Nature  (plastic,  garbage,  artificial
radioactivity, virtual world, etc.)

Human beings become sick if they get off the road that the Creator showed us. If the
majority of humanity lives like that, the whole Earth becomes sick. Happiness is when we can
follow the road and be at peace. Never have there been so many sick and unhappy people as
in our time. Our planet and living world have never been in such bad shape.

 
Structure:

The basic rule of creation is that all created beings want to get back to their source, to
their creator. This is what holds the whole Universe together, this is gravitation. This is why
all our thoughts and acts reflect back on us, this is why everybody looks for God, even if by
instinct.

Raindrops rise from the sea and at the end of their road get back to it. Raindrops that
fall on earth have no chance  to make the several thousand mile long road by themselves, so
they join other raindrops. They become creeks, rivers and finally, together they reach the sea.

Every living creature uses this  form of self-organization (our veins,  our lungs,  the
trees, etc...everything that lives. Members of our program also organize themselves this way,
into a hierarchic order. There is no central dictator, new communities grow as new branches
from a tree, feeding themselves and strengthening the original trunk.

We help  newly organized SEED communities  in  all  ways we can (lectures,  films,
books,  advice,  etc.)   Our  only  condition  is  that  they  accept  our  common  goal  and  our
principles. Everything else (organization, new members, finances, leadership, event planning,
etc.) is up to the members of the given community.

SEED  communites  are  supposed  to  try  to  get  back  to
nature,  become  self  sufficient  and  independent.  Simple  and
everlasting......just like the SEEDS!


